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HOW DO ADULT INDIVIDUALS 

LEARN?

Training effectively
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Adult learning is different from the 

learning you did as a child
There are a number of differences between the learning you do as an adult 
and what you did when you were a child. The teaching methods used for kids 
during formal education are less suitable for adults. Some key differences are:

• Experience: As an adult you have a wealth of experience to draw on 
during learning. Kids have limited experience at best.

• Orientation to learning: adults often have a problem-solving approach to 
learning, where learning will help to solve a problem they face. Kids often 
learn without understanding how what they learn will help them to solve 
future problems.

• Independent thinking:  adults are used to making up their own mind and 
to think critically, whereas kids are more dependent on the guidance and 
direction of their teacher without critical thinking.
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The learning cycle

• In 1984 David Kolb posited a model “ the learning cycle” to describe how adults learn from experience. 
It has four cyclical stages:

1. Experiencing: The learning cycle starts with experience, which can be an actual event, issue or problem experienced;

2. Reviewing: The learner makes observations on the experience and reflects on what has happened;

3. Analysis: The learning then analyzes the experience (why did it happen? How does it work? What could happen?)  and 
he/she develops  generalizations or conclusions;

4. Testing: The learner tests or applies what they have learned.

• All four stages are necessary for learning to occur and this has implications for the design of the 
training course. 

• Notice that it requires the trainee to do a lot of mental work regarding anything taught during the 
course in order for the trainee to absorb the training material. This is much more involved than 
merely memorizing training course material.
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Different types of learning methods yield 

different retention results
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Training needs to be relevant to the 

trainees to achieve its objectives 
The theory on learning makes it clear that training is effective when it applies 
to the trainee and his/her work and situation. Training has to be relevant to 
the trainees, which includes:

1. The training material needs to be relevant to their jobs, addressing issues they face or 
will face in their jobs;

2. The training material needs to be realistic with regards to the context in which the 
trainees work and operate (“ideal” situations or examples of more developed 
countries are less likely to be relevant and convince trainees);

3. The changes introduced by the training need to be applicable and implementable in 
their current or future work to see actual performance increases;

4. The training materials need to be worded in “their” language (office speak, jargon, 
plain language) that make sense to the trainees and their work, rather than worded 
academically or abstractly which nobody understands.

 Greater relevancy makes it easier for trainees to successfully integrate the 
lessons learned and to apply them to their work.
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Training needs to be hands-on

• The theories on learning state clearly that understanding and retention of 
lessons-learned is greater when trainees interact more with the information 
that they receive by means of exercises. This is related to making the brain 
work with material, which strengthens associations with the new material, 
thus enhancing retention and absorption.

• Training sessions need to be active and participatory in order to ensure 
trainees stay engaged and thus in the right mind-set to receive and integrate 
lessons-learned. Purposeful entertainment is a powerful ally of learning. 

• Hands-on activities will allow trainees to go through the learning cycle stages. 
Particularly involved exercises such as action learning where lessons learned 
are applied to real-life problems and cases are effective as they allow the 
testing of lessons learned by the trainees.

 Hands-on training is fun and it challenges the trainees to use what they 
learned, facilitating integration of the lessons-learned.
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Training needs to encourage 

independent and critical thinking
• Convince rather than demanding obedient absorption: 

– Trainees need to be convinced of the value of the lessons learned and that these 
apply to their situation. They will not simply absorb and use the lessons learned 
just because the trainer says so.

– Once trainees are convinced, their motivation to understand and apply the lessons 
learned will increase dramatically and this will increase the chance of achieving the 
training objectives and envisioned increase in performance.

• Provide ample time for discussions and questions & answers:
– Discussions and Q&A allow the trainees to go through parts of the learning cycle 

and thus help to absorb the lessons learned. 

– By allowing trainees to challenge the training material and by providing them with 
convincing answers to their challenges, the trainer can reduce reluctance and 
resistance to change, convincing the trainees to absorb and integrate the lessons 
learned.

 With opportunity for independent and critical thought, trainees can 
complete part of the learning cycle making it more likely that learning 
objectives will be achieved.
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Training needs feedback on 

performance 
• Feedback is an important aspect of learning as it supports the trainees to 

go through the steps of the learning process.

• Giving good quality feedback often takes time for the trainer to prepare 
and communicate to the trainee and for the trainee to absorb. This 
requires that the training course provides sufficient time and opportunity 
for this.

• Effective feedback needs to be: 

– Specific: focus on specific aspects that require feedback  

– Explanatory: don’t just give one-word feedback but explain it in more detail: what 
was good or bad and why?

– Guiding: provide some guidance on how to do it in the future

– Timely: provide feedback close to the time the exercise, case or exam was 
completed. The longer the time span between exercise and feedback, the less 
impact the feedback will have as trainees will forget or mentally have moved on to 
other issues and the trainer might have forgotten the finer details of the feedback.
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COMPETENCY BASED LEARNING

Training effectively
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What makes a person good or bad 

at their work?

• Each person has a number of key character traits, a 

number of skills, a pool of knowledge as well as 

experiences.

• Some of these elements together will determine how 

good a person performs in their job if the person is 

well-motivated.

• In order to train effectively, we need to target 

specific elements of his/her overall ability. This 

requires us to dissect and subsequently analyze the 

overall level of ability. 
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A hierarchical model of individual ability 

at work
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Adapted from: Defining and Assessing Learning: Exploring Competency-Based Initiatives Report of the National Postsecondary Education Cooperative Working 

Group on Competency- Based Initiatives in Postsecondary Education. Department of Education, US 2002.

Personality traits, physical traits, dispositions, talent

Skills, knowledge, attitude 

Competencies

Job mastery

Acquisition through learning experiences

Integration and synthesis through 

learning experiences

Perfecting through 

learning experiences



What are competencies?
One of many different definitions: 

“A competency is a combination of skills, attitudes, and knowledge 

needed to perform a specific task against the standard set by the 

organization”.

A job can include a number of tasks and each of those tasks might require one or 

more competencies in order to be completed properly.
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Competency characteristics

• Competencies are task-relative: Competencies are defined on the basis of 
a particular job or task. Even though a competency might have the same 
name in two different organizations, it may include different combinations 
of skills, knowledge and attitudes, because the tasks are defined 
differently. The competency “leadership” in the context of a ministry 
overlaps only partially with “leadership” in the context of the army. 

• Competencies draw on different integrated combinations of skills, 
knowledge and attitude. Within a competency, the skills, knowledge and 
attitudes are attuned to each other and they have been honed to the 
particular task at hand. The sum is greater than the parts.

• Competencies can have different levels of mastery: competencies 
themselves can be developed with increasingly more complex applications 
of the competency resulting in higher quality and/or more complicated 
task outputs. Not all jobs or tasks always require the highest level of 
competency mastery.
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Example competency levels
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Competency levels for the core competency “Analytical thinking” as used by the OECD



What are skills, knowledge and 

attitudes (KSA)?
• Knowledge: is an organized body of information, usually factual or 

procedural in nature.

• Skill: the proficient manual, verbal, or mental manipulation of data or 
things. Skills can be readily measured by a performance test where 
quantity and quality of performance are tested, usually within an 
established time limit.

• Attitudes: are favourable or unfavourable evaluations of and reactions to 
objects, people, situations, ideas, concepts and other aspects of the 
world. Attitudes consist of three parts: a cognitive element (what you 
know about something), an affective element (what you feel about 
something) and a behavioral component (what you do about something).

 KSA’s and competencies are often included in job descriptions and vacancy 
announcements to help with the selection of staff for job positions.
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Competencies are the 

primary target for training
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Adapted from: Defining and Assessing Learning: Exploring Competency-Based Initiatives Report of the National Postsecondary Education Cooperative Working 

Group on Competency- Based Initiatives in Postsecondary Education. Department of Education, US 2002.
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Why focus on competencies during 

training? 
• Competencies are directly linked to job/task performance: competencies are directly and 

primarily involved in the performance of a particular task and delivery of the required task outputs. 
Extraneous factors such as motivation and time pressure will impact on the performance of the 
task, but ability-wise the competency level is the primary variable, making it the primary target 
level for training from an organizational point of view.

• Competency-level training is highly relevant to the trainee: because competency training relates to 
their current or future tasks, the training is both highly relevant as well as readily applicable to their 
work. Competency training is therefore most likely to motivate staff.

• Competency training requires integration of KSAs: training at the level of competencies helps 
trainees to integrate and apply the various knowledge, skill and attitude elements to their job. 

• KSA-level training supports competency training: KSA level training is necessary when a 
competency is weak due to weak or missing skills, knowledge or attitudes. In such cases, KSA level 
training is first required to address the KSA gap, followed by competency level training to facilitate 
the integration of the new KSA elements into the competency and their application to the job tasks.
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Competency level training

should be applied, practical training
Because competency level training is aimed at directly increasing job task performance, 
competency training needs to fit the (future) reality of those tasks as closely as possible. The 
better the match, the more likely the competency is sufficiently strengthened and deepened. This 
has a number of implications:

• High-quality competency training requires  trainers who are experts at that 
job/competency: the best way to train staff in a competency is to learn from staff who have 
already mastered the competency for that job. These trainers have full understanding of 
what is required, they know all the tricks and the pitfalls. 

• Competency training materials tend to be tailor-made: because they need to reflect the 
realities of the job tasks and the job context. This will require ample real-life examples, 
exercises and practice with real cases. The development of the training material will thus take 
more time and effort as they have to be, ideally, hand crafted for the training course.

• “Generic” competency training can be useful but to limited extent: generic competency 
training, often provided by outside experts, can be useful to develop parts of the 
competency, but because it is not applied to your organization/context/country, this is 
probably best suited for introduction training regarding the competency. This can be 
supplemented later by more specific and tailor made competency training by in-house 
experts.
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Example: analysis of the policy liaison 

job description

21

Duties & Responsibilities 

1. Liaising with the Council of Ministers Secretariat Public Policy Bureau policy on issues of technical quality 

of policy, planning and strategy proposals submitted to the Council of Ministers and/or its committees and 

ensuring that the ministry staff are aware of and understand the technical requirements and feedback 

provided by the CoMSec Public Policy Bureau. 

Key activities of this task: 

1. Liaising between the PPC and the Ministry policy staff;

2. Discussing issues of technical quality of policies and strategies;

3. Building awareness and understanding of technical requirements.

Review:

Read the task and identify the different  

activities in the task description 

Step 1



Example: analysis of the policy liaison job 

description (key activity 1)
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Key activities of this task: 

1. Liaising between the PPC and the Ministry policy staff;

2. Discussing issues of technical quality of policies and strategies;

3. Building awareness and understanding of technical requirements.

Dissect:

Read each activity and determine what competencies and underlying skills, knowledge 

and attitudes are requirements to conduct these activities successfully. 

Step 2

Activity 1: liaising between the PPC and the ministry policy staff
Competency: liaising

Skill: good verbal and written communication skills;

Skill: process management; 

Skill: relation management;

Knowledge: understanding of the policy development coordination process and the role of CoMSec/PPC and the ministry;

Knowledge: understanding of the role of the policy liaison;

Knowledge: understanding of the ministry and PPC organization and personnel (whom to talk to and where they are);

Knowledge: understanding of organizational protocol (how to send letters, how and when to make informal and formal meetings)

Attitude: timeliness (meeting people at the right and agreed time)

Attitude: proactiveness & responsiveness (taking initiative and action or their own accord or in response to suggestions, requests from 

others)



Example: analysis of the policy liaison job 

description (key activity 2)
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Activity 2: discussing issues of technical quality of policy and strategies:
Competency: application of the quality standards to the policy products of the ministry (policy quality evaluation);

Knowledge: what is “policy” in the context of the government of Ukraine;

Knowledge: policy development quality standards as set by the PPC;

Knowledge: understanding of the policy development process in the ministry (the typical process, who is involved when);

Knowledge: understanding of the ministry’s typical policy and strategy outputs and the quality thereof; 

Knowledge: specific knowledge about policies in development;

Knowledge: context & realities of policy & strategy development, approval & implementation in Ukraine;

Knowledge: realities regarding the capacity of the ministry to develop and implement policy and strategy; 

Skill: analytical skills 

Skill: written and oral comprehension (reading the policy document and listening to explanations)

Skill: good verbal and written communication skills

Attitude: thoroughness (be thorough and precise in the analysis and assessment of policies and strategies) 

Attitude: objectiveness (be unbiased and truthful during evaluating)

Dissect:

Read each activity and determine what competencies and underlying skills, knowledge 

and attitudes are requirements to conduct these activities successfully. 

Step 2



Example: analysis of the policy liaison job 

description (key activity 3)
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Activity 3: Building awareness and understanding of technical requirements
Competency: Capacity development for policy (training and advising on policy development quality standards);

Supporting competency: training

Supporting competency: advising

Knowledge: policy development quality standards as set by the PPC;

Knowledge: understanding of the policy development process in the ministry (the typical process, who is involved when);

Knowledge: understanding of the ministry’s typical policy and strategy outputs and the quality thereof; 

Knowledge: specific knowledge about policies in development;

Knowledge: context & realities of policy & strategy development, approval & implementation in Ukraine;

Knowledge: realities regarding the capacity of the ministry to develop and implement policy and strategy; 

Skill: analytical skills (evaluation/assessment, problem analysis, problem solving)

Skill: communication skills (listening, comprehension, explanation, clarity)

Skill: making and/or using training materials or presentations

Skill: interpersonal skills 

Attitude: teaching mentality (patient, committed and respectful assistance to others to gradually build their capacity)

Attitude: advisor mentality (respectfully but authoritatively provide solicited and unsolicited comprehensive and relevant  

feedback (implications, solutions, causes, effects, linkages etc.) on situations or issues for consideration by others) 

Dissect:

Read each activity and determine what competencies and underlying skills, knowledge 

and attitudes are requirements to conduct these activities successfully. 

Step 2



Analytical approach used in step 2 

(dissecting)
The dissecting of the activities is done as follows: 
1. Imagine yourself in the place of the person doing the activity;

2. Review the activity to break it down further into a list of sub-activities and 
actions that are required to do the activity;

3. Next, brainstorm to come up with a list of things you need to know or do as 
well as how you have to behave to do the activities, sub-activities and 
actions. Don’t label them yet as skills or knowledge etc. just write all the 
brainstorm ideas on paper.

4. Review the brainstorm items and provisionally label them as a skill, 
knowledge or attitude. A guide to labeling correctly:

• All items that require doing something, are likely either a skill or an attitude;

• Items that focus on how you behave are likely attitudes;

• Items that focus on doing something but which is not a behavior, are likely to be skills.

• Items that don’t require you to do anything (i.e. that don’t have a clear action component) are likely  
knowledge elements.

5. Add to each KSA items between brackets a clarification of why that K,S 
or A is needed in the activity)
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Analytical approach used in step 2 

(dissecting) (continued)

Continued: 

6. Analyze the activity description to determine the competency required 
for the activity. You can find this by looking at the key verb in the activity 
sentence or by singling out the key or primary action required to conduct 
the activity.

7. Write down the competency. It is often written as a “doing” element + 
the task purpose of doing the action.

8. (optional*) Determine if there are any supporting competencies. You can 
normally find these by reviewing the skills you identified in order to see 
if some of the skills are complicated, compound skills, that require a 
combination of lower level KSAs to have been mastered. However, these 
supporting competencies have to be too general to be immediately 
applicable to the job tasks, which is why they need to be combined with 
another supporting competency to become a key competency.

9. Review your complete KSA + competency list for accuracy.
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* This is optional and not required most of the time. It is tempting to start  and get carried away with organizing all  

KSAs , their lower or higher order and linkages.  But this will take a lot of time and it will not really help in determining

the KSA and competency requirements  for jobs.  Better to keep it basic and not to overthink it.



Example: consolidating knowledge clusters
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Consolidate:

Summarize and synthesize individual KSA elements into clusters. Closely related or partially 

overlapping elements are included in a cluster, thus reducing the overall number of elements 

and removing duplicates. Clusters should ideally not have overlap between them.

Step 3

Activity 1: liaising between the PPC and the ministry policy staff

Knowledge: understanding of the policy development coordination process 

and the role of CoMSec/PPC and the ministry;

Knowledge: understanding of the role of the policy liaison;

Knowledge: understanding of the ministry and PPC organization and 

personnel (whom to talk to and where they are);

Knowledge: understanding of organizational protocol (how to send letters, 

how and when to make informal and formal meetings)

Activity 2: discussing issues of technical quality of policy and 

strategies:

Knowledge: what is “policy” in the context of the government of Iraq;

Knowledge: policy development quality standards as set by the PPC;

Knowledge: understanding of the policy development process in the 

ministry (the typical process, who is involved when);

Knowledge: understanding of the ministry’s typical policy and strategy 

outputs and the quality thereof; 

Knowledge: specific knowledge about policies in development;

Knowledge: context & realities of policy & strategy development, approval 

& implementation in Iraq;

Knowledge: realities regarding the capacity of the ministry to develop and 

implement policy and strategy; 

Activity 3: Building awareness and understanding of technical 

requirements

Knowledge: policy development quality standards as set by the PPC;

Knowledge: understanding of the policy development process in the 

ministry (the typical process, who is involved when);

Knowledge: understanding of the ministry’s typical policy and strategy 

outputs and the quality thereof; 

Knowledge: specific knowledge about policies in development;

Knowledge: context & realities of policy & strategy development, approval 

& implementation in Iraq;

Knowledge: realities regarding the capacity of the ministry to develop and 

implement policy and strategy; 

Policy Development Process

Policy Development Quality 

Standards

Current government and 

ministry policy related 

practices & capacity

Government & 

organizational internal 

protocol procedures 

Ukraine



Example: consolidating skill clusters
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Consolidate:

Summarize and synthesize individual KSA elements into clusters. Closely related or partially 

overlapping elements are included in a cluster, thus reducing the overall number of 

elements and removing duplicates. Clusters should ideally not have overlap between them.

Step 3

Activity 1: liaising between the PPC and the ministry policy staff

Skill: good verbal and written communication skills;

Skill: process management; 

Skill: relation management;

Activity 2: discussing issues of technical quality of policy and 

strategies:

Skill: analytical skills 

Skill: written and oral comprehension (reading the policy document and 

listening to explanations)

Skill: good verbal and written communication skills

Activity 3: Building awareness and understanding of technical 

requirements

Skill: analytical skills (evaluation/assessment, problem analysis, 

problem solving)

Skill: communication skills (listening, comprehension, explanation, 

clarity)

Skill: making and/or using training materials or presentations

Skill: interpersonal skills 

Interpersonal skills

Process management skills

Analytical skills

Training development skills



Example: consolidating attitude clusters
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Consolidate:

Summarize and synthesize individual KSA elements into clusters. Closely related or partially 

overlapping elements are included in a cluster, thus reducing the overall number of 

elements and removing duplicates. Clusters should ideally not have overlap between them.

Step 3

Activity 1: liaising between the PPC and the ministry policy staff

Attitude: timeliness (meeting people at the right and agreed time)

Attitude: proactiveness & responsiveness (taking initiative and action or 

their own accord or in response to suggestions, requests from others)

Activity 2: discussing issues of technical quality of policy and 

strategies:

Attitude: thoroughness (be thorough and precise in the analysis and 

assessment of policies and strategies) 

Attitude: objectiveness (be unbiased and truthful during evaluating)

Activity 3: Building awareness and understanding of technical 

requirements

Attitude: teaching mentality (patient, committed and respectful 

assistance to others to gradually build their capacity)

Attitude: advisor mentality (respectfully but authoritatively provide 

solicited and unsolicited comprehensive and relevant  feedback 

(implications, solutions, causes, effects, linkages etc.) on situations or 

issues for consideration by others) 

Advisory mentality

Teaching mentality

Objectiveness

Thoroughness

Proactiveness & 

responsiveness

Timeliness



Analytical approach used in step 3 

(consolidation)
The consolidation of the KSAs is done as follows: 

1. Look through the list of K, S, A items you identified and see if there are particular 
topics that keep coming back.

2. For the topics that keep reappearing, make cluster boxes.

3. For topics that are left over and which do not fit the existing cluster boxes, make a 
new cluster box, just for that item.

4. Now we are going to link KSA items to the cluster boxes that are involved in the 
particular KSA item. We do this by tracing a line from the KSA item to the relevant 
cluster box. Items can belong to more than one cluster box and you link the item to all 
cluster boxes involved in that item.

5. Some of the cluster boxes themselves might in turn also be needed for other cluster 
boxes. If you think this applies, draw a line from the contributing cluster box to the 
higher level cluster box ( in the example, see the use of the analytical skills cluster).

 There is no need at this step to do this work for the competencies and supporting 
competencies as there are so few of these for each activity. They will be addressed in 
the next analytical step.
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Example: linking KSAs to competencies
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K: Policy Development 

Process

K:Current government and 

ministry policy related 

practices & capacity

K: Government & 

organizational internal 

protocol procedures 

S: Interpersonal skills

S: Process management 

skills

S: Analytical skills

A: Proactiveness & 

responsiveness

A: Timeliness

Liaising

Link:

In this step KSAs are linked to their relevant competency. This can be done by tracing 

which KSAs are used for which key activities as most key activities normally have one or 

few competencies associated with it. 

Step 4

Competencies/

Supporting competencies

Knowledge, skills 

& attitudes



Analytical approach used in step 4 

(Linking)
The linking of KSAs to competencies is done as follows: 
1. Pick the activity for which you will link the KSA elements to the competency.

2. You first take the competencies and supporting competencies that you 
identified in step 2 and you put them on the page. 

3. (optional) You draw lines from the supporting competencies to the key 
competency (this is the competency that is the most important and closely 
related to the activity) 

4. Next to you go through the lists of K, S, A cluster boxes and you select those 
that belong to the activity that you are focusing on. You can find the relevant 
cluster boxes by tracing back the cluster box to the KSA items and then see if 
those KSA items came from your target activity. You put all of the related KSA 
items on the page.

5. You also look if there are any supporting cluster boxes that are linked to the 
cluster boxes that belong to your activity. If there are linked supporting 
cluster boxes, put these on the page as well.

6. Now consolidate everything in one picture for the that activity.
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Example: generating a competency map
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Map:

Show all competencies with their supporting competencies and relevant KSAs on a map. 

The competency map gives an impression of the parts that make up the competencies. 

This competency map can be used for the training needs assessment. 

Step 5

K: Policy Development 

Process

K:Current government and 

ministry policy related 

practices & capacity

K: Government & 

organizational internal 

protocol procedures 

S: Interpersonal skills

S: Process management 

skills

S: Analytical skills

A: Proactiveness & 

responsiveness

A: Timeliness

C: Liaising C: Applying policy 

quality standards 

K:Policy Development 

Process

K:Policy Development 

Quality Standards

K: Current government and 

ministry policy related 

practices & capacity

S: Interpersonal skills

S: Analytical skills A: Objectiveness

A: Thoroughness

KC: Policy 

development capacity 

building

K: Policy Development 

Process

K: Policy Development 

Quality Standards

K: Current government and 

ministry policy related 

practices & capacity

K: Government & 

organizational internal 

protocol procedures 

S: Interpersonal skills

S: Analytical skills

S: Training 

development skills

A: Advisory mentality

A: Teaching mentality

A: Objectiveness

A: Thoroughness

A: Proactiveness & 

responsiveness

SC: Training SC: Advising

KC: Policy  

Development  Liaising

KC: Policy 

development 

evaluation
Key competencies

Competencies/

Supporting competencies

Knowledge, skills 

& attitudes



Analytical approach used in step 5 

(Map)
The mapping of all relevant competencies to the activity is done as 
follows: 

1. Cut and paste all the competencies and linked KSA clusters from step 4 on a 
page.

2. We are now going to recombine all the activities and their related 
competencies and KSA clusters into one map for the original job task. 

3. This means that we have to review the competencies we identified in step 2 
in order to make sure that these are really relevant to the task and that they 
are written in a way that is relevant to the task. This includes:

1. Check if each standalone competency from the activities is sufficiently specific to be directly used in 
the task. If so, it is relabeled as a key competency. You can also rename the key competency a little 
to make the name more clear as long as you don’t change the core of the key competency.

2. If not, check if this competency needs to be linked to another competency in order to be specific 
enough to be used directly. If this is the case (in the example this is the case for the competency 
”liaising”, which is too vague for the task and this needs to be combined with “applying quality 
standards”, link the two competencies and make a new key competency with an appropriate name. 
The competencies are linked to the key competency. 

4. Preparing the final map for the job tasks. 
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Analytical approach used in step 6 

(Preparing the full competency map)
This work is done as follows: 
1. First complete steps 1-5 for all tasks in the job description;

2. Prepare a list of all competencies and KSA clusters; 

3. Count for each KSA cluster and competency how many times you encounter 
it in the tasks of the job description. This will give you a preliminary ranked 
list which indicates which competencies and KSA clusters are used the most 
in the job. 

4. You can review the ranked list and see if you wish to weigh the competencies 
and KSA clusters, i.e. assign higher priority to competencies and KSA clusters 
(based on for example aspects of the job that are most important). This will 
give you a final ranked list with the most important competencies and KSA 
clusters.

5. Take the full list of competencies and KSA clusters and start eliminating 
duplications in the KSA clusters as well as competencies. You will be left with 
a short list of all the competencies and KSA clusters used in the job.

6. This is the competency and KSA profile for the job that can be used in the 
TNA.
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The same techniques can be used with different 

starting points

• The example above showed the analysis and dissection of a job 

description. However, the same steps also apply if the starting point is a 

process or an organizational remit. This will just entail a few extra analysis 

and dissection steps.
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Organizational 

tasks

Organizational 

processes

Organizational 

activities

Job descriptions

The organizational remit lists tasks and outputs to be undertaken and 

delivered by this organization/directorate/department/unit. 

This step focuses on identifying what functions and 

processes are required to deliver the organizational 

objectives, outputs and tasks.
The organizational processes overview shows what the structural and 

continual work processes are conducted by 

organization/directorate/department/unit. 

This step focuses on breaking down the organizational 

functions, procedures and tasks into small, discreet 

activities or clusters of activity.

The organizational activities overview shows what activities are normally 

occurring in the organization in order to complete the work processes that 

result in delivery of the organizational objectives and outputs. 
This step focuses on breaking down or assigning the 

organizational activities into tasks for job positions. 

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

The job descriptions show how organizational activities have been 

allocated or broken down and then allocated to individual staff. 



2. Determining training 

objectives

Linking organizational objectives to 

training objectives
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Why do organizations train? 

Organizations train staff to support the achievement of their 
organizational goals. Without properly trained staff, the organization 
will not be able to achieve its goals.

• Staff induction: training for newly hired staff to acquaint them with the 
organization, its processes, procedures and systems. This often concerns 
organization-specific skills and knowledge not provided in formal or vocational 
education;

• Manpower planning: training to ensure that the organization has the needed 
human resources with required skills to achieve its objectives now and in the 
future:

– Expanding the pool of staff in the organization that have a particular skill 
or competency;

– Deepening/strengthening the skills or competencies of staff assigned to 
certain tasks;

• Organizational change & development: training of staff to support new 
organizational goals and tasks and/or new methods or approaches to conduct 
tasks. 
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Training should be linked to specific 

organizational goals 
Training is only beneficial to the organization if it directly or indirectly 

supports organizational goals. This linkage will make the training itself more 

effective as well:

• Relevancy: if the training has organizational objectives, it is more likely that the 

training will be relevant to the current or near-future work of the training 

participants.

• Management commitment: if organizational goals are involved, senior 

management will provide clear signals that this training is important and that it is 

serious, increasing trainee commitment to do well and ensuring that lower and 

middle management support their staff getting such training and that the right 

staff attend the training;

• Applying the training gains at work: if the training serves organizational goals, the 

participants are more likely to actually have to use their new skills, competencies 

and knowledge in their work. Procedures and process might have been altered to 

allow use of the new skills, knowledge and approaches and direct supervisors will 

support such changes. 39



Training not linked to an organizational 

goal is ineffective 

Training that does not support organizational objectives at best only provides a 
personal benefit for the trainees and possibly monetary benefits to the trainer. 
From the viewpoint of the organization this training is ineffective and a waste of 
resources and time. Some examples:

• Unrequested but available training: training provided for free by, for example, an international 
donor project and staff join just out of personal interest; or because of inter-office politics or 
because it breaks their routine work;

• Training requested to spend unspent training budget: budget earmarked for training is left 
unspent and at the end of the year staff come with proposals to spend it lest it has to be 
returned to the ministry of finance. This often results in the organization funding private training 
wants rather than organizational training needs;

• Training requested for the sake of immediate benefits: training visits in different countries or 
training that provides financial allowances often cause staff to seek participation in the training 
regardless of the organizational benefits of the training. This training might be irrelevant to the 
organization and thus serve no organizational objectives, or it might be relevant to the 
organization but the wrong people are sent on behalf of the organization due to nepotism or 
corruption;

• Training requested for the sake of salary benefits: this training is pursued by staff for their own 
benefit because they feel the certificate  or qualification they get, will benefit their own career 
(regardless if that is with the same organization) or because it will grant them salary benefits. 
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How to link training to organizational 

objectives 

There are a number of questions to help link (strategic) organizational 
objectives to the training:

1. What purpose does the training serve for the organization? Training 

is a support activity to serve a greater purpose for the organization. What are 
we training for?

2. What  does the training need to achieve for that greater purpose? 
What specific outcome should be delivered through training to benefit this 
greater purpose? What is the envisioned result of this particular training for 
the organization?

3. What are the learning objectives for the participants to the 
training? In order to produce this outcome for the greater purpose, what 

should the participants know, learn, understand or be able to do after 
completing the training course? 
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Using training needs assessments

• The training needs assessment (TNA) is a commonly used approach 

to determine the required training to support organizational 

objectives. 

• The key characteristic of the TNA is that it aims to determine the 

gap that exists between the current skill and competency level of 

the staff and the necessary skill and competency level of the staff 

that should be in place to meet the organizational objectives. 

• The TNA is therefore a gap assessment and analysis tool that can 

provide input on what type of training is required to fill the gap 

between what currently is and what is required.
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Gaps at different levels 

uncovered by a TNA

Future

Current staff performance

Current organizational 

performance

Required individual staff 

performance

Required organizational 

performance

Required staff 

performance

Current Individual staff 

performance

Relative gap

Relative gap

Example  gap causes:

- Lack of functions;

- Poor processes & procedures;

- Process & procedure reform

- Inappropriate structure;

- Lack of equipment,

- Inadequate staffing;

- Etc.

Organizational

level

Group staff

level

Individual staff

level

Example  gap causes:

- Insufficient numbers of staff;

- Insufficiently trained staff;

- Misallocation of staff;

- Poor leadership/management;

- Poor performance  management 

- Political interference;

- Etc.

Target organizational 

standardsYou are 

here !

Relative gap

Example  gap causes:

- Lack of skill

- Lack of knowledge

- Lack of experience

- Lack of motivation;

- Resistance to change;

- Etc.

You should 

be here !

Covered by a TNA

Now



Conducting a TNA
• A mixed team will be well placed to conduct a TNA: TNA’s require 

different sets of knowledge and skills. All this knowledge is more easily 
available by involving content experts and TNA experts in one team. Some 
examples of required knowledge & skills for the TNA:

– content understanding of the organizational objectives; 

– content understanding the required tasks to meet these objectives; 

– understanding of necessary skills, knowledge and competencies in staff to 
conduct the new work; 

– knowledge of preparing training programs and knowledge of conducting TNA’s 
with various methods. 

• There is not one fixed way in which a TNA should be done. There are 
many approaches and these range the continuum from quick and 
impressionistic on the one hand to very thorough and scientific on the 
other hand. The decision on which approach to pursue depends on the 
available time and resources as well as the scope of the training program 
and the required level of detail.
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How to conduct a basic TNA 

(“Should” phase)
A. Implication assessment of the target organizational performance level

1. Determine the organizational performance target (what should be the situation?)

2. Analyze the organizational target to identify the organizational development 

requirements (what is required be in place organizationally to meet the target?)

3. Analyze the organizational target and the organizational development requirements 

to determine the group staffing requirements (what is required regarding the staff

that should be in place to meet the organizational development target?)  

Outputs: After this, you should have information regarding:

• new or updated job descriptions for which positions and what their content is;

• new or modified tasks for different job positions;

• approximate required staffing numbers for particular job positions;

• Identification of competency, skill, knowledge and attitude requirements to support 

new or updated job descriptions, staff recruitment, organizational structure changes & 

process and procedures changes. 
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How to conduct a basic TNA 

(“Is” phase)
B.  Determination of current group staff and individual capacity

1. Selecting on the basis of the implication assessment the key comparison 

variables (what are we going to measure for the gap assessment?)

2. Selecting and developing the approach for measuring the current situation 

regarding the key comparison variables  (how are we going to measure current 

capacity?)

3. Implementing the measurement approach and recording the results (doing the 

measuring)  

Outputs: After this you should have:

• List of key comparison variables to be used for the gap assessment;

• Measurement approach & testing tools;

• Measurements of the comparison variables;
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How to conduct a basic TNA 

(“Gap assessment” phase)
C. Assessing the gap between the current and required capacity

1. Compare the current and required capacity using the comparison variables 

(where are the gaps)

2. Assess on which comparison variables there is a gap and to what extent  (to 

what extent in quantity and quality do gaps exist?)

3. Analyze and rank the exposed gaps in terms of impact/priority (what gaps have 

the greatest negative impact on achieving the organizational performance 

targets )  

Outputs: After this you should have:

• Gap assessment report, including gap extent and gap ranking
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How to conduct a basic TNA 

(“Bridging” phase)
D. Options for reducing and eliminating existing gaps

1. Generate different training and non-training options with proposed approaches 

for bridging each gap (different solutions to bridge the gaps)

2. Present pros and cons for all options to facilitate decision-making (selecting

bridging solutions)

3. Prepare more detailed overviews of required training for all or selected training 

options for use in training development or procurement (briefing the training 

course developers)  

Outputs: After this you should have information regarding:

• Bridging options paper;

• Training prescription overview.
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Example: A TNA for policy liaisons

1. Stage 1 (“Should” phase): For the policy liaisons, the first stage starts 

with the job descriptions. The job description outlines what tasks the 

policy liaisons need to complete and what outputs should be prepared. 

We have already analyzed one of these tasks during the previous section 

to uncover competencies and underlying  KSAs. The remaining tasks of 

the job description can be analyzed in the same way. 

2. Stage 2 (“Is” phase): during this stage the performance of the policy 

liaisons on their tasks can be measures as well as their mastery of 

required KSAs. For this example  this is not actually measured but based 

on a qualitative but impressionistic  assessment of their competencies. 

This gives a general overview of their capacity and performance but it is 

less accurate and focused on groups rather than individuals. 
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Step 3: TNA gap assessment for policy 

liaisons
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Policy 

Know-how

Government context

Know-how

The liaisons performance and 

KSA mastery have been plotted 

on this scatter plot graph. 

Normally this would be done 

on the basis of more specific 

individual measurements. The 

scatter plot allows the 

identification of groups of 

liaisons with similar scores.

In this example we are looking 

at policy liaisons that have 

received the basic policy 

training from the PPC.



Step 3: TNA gap assessment for policy 

liaisons
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Policy 

Know-how

Government context

Know-how

1

2

3

6

5

4

On this picture we have 

identified a number of clusters. 

Each cluster represents a group 

with a particular configuration 

of characteristics or in this case 

scores. 

A few issues stand out:
• Policy-know how is in the best 

of cases still quite limited 

(~55%)

• Groups 1,4 and 6 have the 

highest policy know how scores 

but these contain only 7 staff. 

Even after training 19 staff have 

still poor policy know-how.

• The groups with very good 

government know how (5 &6) 

are limited to 7 people. 
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Group 1:

This group combines good policy know-how with poor government know-how. These are possibly new civil servants 

who had previous interest, training or experience in policy development. Their current competencies are clearly 

insufficient now for the job of policy liaison but as their main weakness is unfamiliarity with government, they are a 

high-potential group for policy liaison jobs in the future.
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Example: group 1 bridging options & 

training prescription

Gap bridging options:

1. Training: training focused on the weakest area of government practices and capacity;

2. Cut & monitor: allow them to gain experience in government and monitor their 
progress in order to resume training at a later date;

3. Cut & groom: let them gain experience in the planning department of a ministry while 
being enrolled in a training and experience sharing program.

Training prescription for option 1:

Organizational objective: have a policy liaison network that facilitates the coordination of 
policy development by ministries against set standards

Training purpose: build the competency level of the policy liaisons so that they can carry 
out their tasks to the minimum required standards 

Training & learning objectives: train group 1 policy liaisons (2 staff) in the topics of 
“government policy related government practices and capacity” and “government internal 
protocol” to raise their knowledge to average levels. This should be followed by 
competency training regarding liaising. 
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Group 2:

The weakest group, lacking all required competencies to effectively carry out the job of policy liaison. Persons in this 

group should not be a policy liaison. The gap between current capacity and the required capacity is too big to be 

covered by training and training is not a complete substitute for missing experience.
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Example: group 2 bridging options & 

training prescription

Gap bridging options:

1. Cut: fire these policy staff;

2. Comprehensive training: an all comprehensive training program coving all 

competencies and underlying KSAs;

Training prescription for option 2:

Organizational objective: have a policy liaison network that facilitates the coordination 

of policy development by ministries against set standards

Training purpose: build the competency level of the policy liaisons so that they can 

carry out their tasks to the minimum required standards 

Training & learning objectives: train group 2 policy liaisons (3 staff) in in all KSA 

elements to the minimum required level before providing competency training. 
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Group 3:

The largest group, with poor policy know-how but some know-how about government and their organization. 

Diversity in the group is probably significant with some good staff that could become policy liaison in the future and 

other staff that will not be able to fulfil this job even with more training. None of this group have the required 

competencies for the policy liaison job at this point.
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Example: group 3 bridging options & 

training prescription

Gap bridging options:

1. Cut & train: select only the top 50% of this group for further training in policy related 
topics  and the rest is replaced;

2. Comprehensive training: an all comprehensive training program coving all 
competencies and underlying KSAs;

Training prescription for option 3:

Organizational objective: have a policy liaison network that facilitates the coordination of 
policy development by ministries against set standards

Training purpose: build the competency level of the policy liaisons so that they can carry 
out their tasks to the minimum required standards 

Training & learning objectives: Option 1: provide further training to selected staff (5) in the 
topics “policy development process”, “policy development quality standards” and the 
“analytical thinking” skill before progressing to competency training.

Option 2: train all K & S elements for all staff in this group (11) to the minimally required 
level before proceeding with competency training.
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Group 4:

This is a promising group with an affinity for policy know-how combined with an average level of government-know-

how. The group does not have the required competencies for the job, but with further training it is possible to 

develop these competencies as they are close to the minimum levels of competency required.
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Example: group 4 bridging options & 

training prescription

Gap bridging options:

1. Train specific: provide further competency training for 2 of the 3 competencies 
required for this job to allow them to do part of their work;

2. Train comprehensive: provide training to develop all 3 competencies needed for 
their job.

Training prescription for option 4:

Organizational objective: have a policy liaison network that facilitates the coordination 
of policy development by ministries against set standards

Training purpose: build the competency level of the policy liaisons so that they can 
carry out their tasks to the minimum required standards 

Training & learning objectives: Option 1: provide competency trailing for liaising and 
policy development liaising to 3 staff;

Option 2: provide competency training for liaising and policy development liaising to 3 
staff as well as the required KSAs underlying the policy development capacity building 
competency before training that competency as well.
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Group 5:

This is a group of civil servants with good to excellent know-how about the government. These are probably very 

experienced civil servants. Their weakness in policy know-how after receiving training undercuts their overall 

competency level for the policy liaison job. 
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Example: group 5 bridging options & 

training prescription

Gap bridging options:

1. Cut: fire these staff from their position as policy liaison as they don’t meet 
competency requirements

2. Team-up: use the extensive government know-how by teaming them up with 
somebody good in policy know-how

3. Train: train these staff to bring them up to the minimum competency 
requirements to fulfil the job.

Training prescription for option 5:

Organizational objective: have a policy liaison network that facilitates the coordination 
of policy development by ministries against set standards

Training purpose: build the competency level of the policy liaisons so that they can 
carry out their tasks to the minimum required standards 

Training & learning objectives: Option 3: provide policy related training to all staff (5) 
as well as training skills and attitude training before commencing with comprehensive 
competency training to bring up their competencies to the minimum level required.
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Group 6:

The best group, with decent policy know-how but with a good level of know-how about government and their 

organization. This group is starting to develop minimum levels of competency for the job but further training  and 

experience is needed to develop and solidify the competencies. 
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Example: group 6 bridging options & 

training prescription

Gap bridging options:

1. Train strong: provide further competency training for 2 of the 3 competencies already 
at the minimum level to strengthen these competencies;

2. Train weak: provide KSA and competency training to develop the weak competency;

3. Train comprehensive: provide training to develop all 3 competencies needed for their 
job.

Training prescription for option 6:

Organizational objective: have a policy liaison network that facilitates the coordination of 
policy development by ministries against set standards

Training purpose: build the competency level of the policy liaisons so that they can carry 
out their tasks to the minimum required standards 

Training & learning objectives: Option 1: competency level training for “liaising”, 
“application of policy quality standards” and “policy development liaising” for 2 staff.

Option 2: “training skills” & “teaching attitude” training followed by “training” competency 
training for 2 staff.

Option : options 2 and option 3 training combined plus “policy development capacity 
development” competency training.
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SETTING LEARNING OBJECTIVES
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Linking training to organizational objectives 

After the TNA has been completed, the first two linking questions below can be 
answered. The third one can likely only be answered partially and it requires 
further analysis: 

1. What purpose does the training serve for the organization? Training is a 

support activity to serve a greater purpose for the organization. What are we training 
for?

2. What  does the training need to achieve for that greater purpose? What 

specific outcome should be delivered through training to benefit this greater purpose? 
What is the envisioned result of this particular training for the organization?

3. What are the learning objectives for the participants to the training? In 

order to produce this outcome for the greater purpose, what should the participants 
know, learn, understand or be able to do after completing the training course? 

 Note that you will be able to trace exactly how the training links to the 
overall organizational objectives. 
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Determining learning objectives

• The learning objectives state what you need the participants 

to have learned or what skill will have been developed after 

the completion of the training course.

• The learning objectives translate the overall training goals into 

a specific learning objective for that particular training course. 

This is necessary because sometimes a training objective 

requires several different training courses  with different 

learning objectives to be achieved.

• The learning objectives provide the foundation for the design 

of the training course. It will determine the content, exercises 

and duration of the training course.  
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Setting learning objectives

• Learning objectives are derived from the overall training objectives. The 

learning objectives specify what specific knowledge, skills, attitudes or 

competency have to be learned by the trainees. 

• A learning goal for the training objective of  “building understanding of the 

policy development coordination process” could be: 

– On completion of the 3-week intensive course, trainees should have a thorough 

understanding of their role and key tasks in the process of policy development and 

policy development coordination. This includes:

• Thorough understanding of the policy development coordination process (all steps, sequence, key outputs, 

overall purpose). (knowledge);

• Identification of all organizations involved in the process, their overall role and what key tasks are undertaken 

by each organization. (knowledge); 

• Thorough understanding of the role of the policy liaison during the process and the key tasks, responsibilities 

and outputs that belong to this role. (knowledge);

• Identification of key standard documents used during the process and when they are used. (knowledge);

• Awareness of the importance of liaising proactively and in a timely fashion. (attitude).

 Note that this course does not cover skill elements which are covered in a separate 

course.
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Scoping of learning objectives

• Learning objectives are also dependent on the available time for 
the particular training course. Within a given period of time, 
ambitious learning goals might not be achievable.

• Learning objectives are therefore adjusted to the available time, 
meaning that sometimes initial learning objectives might have to be 
dropped or moved to another training course.

• It is better to be cautious in determining the scope of the learning 
objectives, as overloading a training course will have a direct and  
negative impact on the actual learning by the trainees. Left-over 
time in the course schedule is better used for additional exercises, 
discussion or feedback rather than cramming in additional new 
content for the trainees to absorb.
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Writing learning objectives

Just like any other objectives, the training 

objectives need to be SMART:

• What Specifically is it that the training participants need to learn?

• How do we Measure if the participants indeed learned this?

• Can we Achieve this in the training time available with the existing 

knowledge and experience levels of the participants?

• Is the training Relevant to the overall goal of the training but also to the 

Ukrainian government context and the (future) work of the participants?

• Has the training been limited to a specific Time (overall duration & 

deadline) after which the objectives should have been accomplished?
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In-house or outsourced training?

• Once the learning objectives are determined, a key question to be 

answered is who will prepare and deliver the training course.

• Training courses can be prepared and delivered in-house, meaning by staff 

of the organization, or the training course can be outsourced to a training 

institute or university.

• Outsourcing might be a good idea if the required expertise for the training 

is not available in the organization or if time or staff is not sufficiently 

available whereas there is training budget available. 

• In-house training might be a good idea if the required expertise is 

available in the organization or when the training content is of such a 

specialist or specific nature that outsourcing will unlikely deliver relevant, 

high-quality training. It does require the staff to prepare training materials 

and deliver the training, which takes considerable time.
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WRITING A TRAINING PLAN

The organization of training
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Training organization

The organization of training is an important aspect of making 
the training a success. There are a number of different 
elements that should be included in a training plan:

1. Organization of the training course schedule

2. Organization of the training course content

3. Organization of the training course evaluation

4. Organization of the training course logistics

 A training course that is delivered without first addressing 
the training organization aspects in a training plan is very 
likely to fail to meet the training objectives!
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1. Setting the training course schedule

• The training schedule focuses on the determination of frequency 
and duration of the training course and sessions.

• The training course schedule shows how many hours the 
participants will have to achieve the learning objectives.

• High-intensity (high frequency and/or long duration) and low-
intensity (low frequency with short or long duration)  training 
schedules each have their own advantages and disadvantages.

• The choice for what training schedule to use is normally not only 
determined by the trainer or course developer but also by real-life 
constraints of the participants: available time, absorption capacity 
of the participants, logistical issues, etc.

 The training schedule is a key variable in deciding how to organize 
the content of the training course. 
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2. Determining training course content

The organization of training course content covers a 
number of issues:

1. Determine what content should be included;

2. Preparation, selection, fine-tuning and polishing of content;

3. Determining the total content to be covered in the course;

4. The break-down of the total content over the sessions (and 
homework);

5. The determination of activities (discussions, exercises, presentations, 
role-playing, cases etc.);

6. The distribution of activities over the sessions;

7. The determination of evaluation/examination elements and their 
allocation to training sessions;

8. The drafting of the final training course plan (what will be taught 
during which session, what exercises and time tables)
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Where do you get content?

There are a number of ways to get content:
1. Guest speakers/lecturer: in this case the course content is 

provided by somebody else in the organization. This is a 
form of (internal) outsourcing. 

2. Using textbooks: you buy a training book or method and use 
this to provide the training.

3. Tweaking available training: you reuse training materials 
you already have and, if necessary, make some small 
changes to it.

4. From scratch: Developing your own training material by 
either creating your own content and/or collecting and 
adapting content  from other sources.
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Using guest speakers or lecturers

• Guest speakers or lecturers will be experts from within government who 
will share their experience with a particular topic.

• Using a guest speaker or lecturer can be for specific training sessions or 
even for the entire training course. 

• The guest speaker or lecturer will prepare their own material. However, to 
do so they need a clear prescription of what they are expected to talk 
about or show.

• A key issue with guest speakers or lecturers is to ensure that they provide 
the course or session content required for the training course learning 
objectives. 

• As organizers of the course, the PPC will have to make sure that the guest 
speaker/lecturer understands and delivers content relevant to the training 
course objective. Course materials should be reviewed if possible before 
the training is delivered.
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Using textbooks
• Textbooks are very convenient for training: they are written specifically for 

training; chapters build up a topic slowly and in steps; and often exercises 
and test questions are included.

• However, there are a few downsides:

– Relevancy gap: textbooks normally provide general introductions into a topic. 
They are not written for your training course specifically and probably not 
even for your government practices. This means there will be a significant gap 
between what the textbook teaches and the reality of the job for the 
participants. 

– Availability: good textbooks that facilitate actual practical learning rather than 
academic discourse and which have sufficient technical depth and which fall 
within the required topic, are rare.

– Knowledge focus:  being a book, textbooks typically focus on transfer of 
information and building knowledge or providing the knowledge part of skills, 
attitude or competency elements.

 These limitations will require measures by the trainer to compensate, such as 
adding other training materials and exercises that are more relevant to the training 
objectives
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Tweaking available training materials

• One way of making training materials is to use materials that were already 

prepared in the past and tweaking it to suit your training and learning 

objectives. The “tweaks” are small changes to the training material.

• The tweaking of training materials is a quick and useful option if different 

groups of trainees with slightly different training objectives need to be 

trained in roughly the same topic. Adding, removing or changing a small 

parts of existing training materials might be sufficient.

• With tweaking the key concern will be to ensure that the changes to the 

training materials don’t destroy the logic and build-up of the training 

material and that no confusion is created by adding content that doesn’t 

fit the majority of the training content. The modifications should be 

seamless and a thorough review is required to ensure this level of 

seamlessness.
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Creating your own content

• Creating your own training content is the best way to ensure that 
the training materials support the achievement of the training 
objectives. 

• Because you have full control of the training content, you can 
ensure that the material is very relevant to your trainees; that it 
covers what you need it to cover to meet the objectives and that it 
facilitates the learning by the trainees.

• There are some considerations:

– Only do this for topics for which you have a good level of expertise.

– It takes considerable time to make good training materials.

– You need to have good training skills and experience in order to make sure 
that your train materials facilitate learning (right sequence, pace, build-up, 
strong logic, scoping, etc.)
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Content creation sequence

There are a number of steps in content creation:
1. Analyze training/learning objectives and break it down into smaller 

learning elements;

2. Prepare a training materials outline (Story board) with provisional 
headings for the sections, sub sections, slide headers, etc.

3. Brainstorm and analyze to come up with ideas for each section or slide 
of your training material:

• Identify possible models or processes that can act as a framework;

• Think of how you do this task and what steps you take and what you consider 
when doing your work;

• Look through books or on the internet for more idea;

• Talk to your colleagues for their ideas;

• Talk to the trainees to see what issues they struggle with in their work.

4. Populate the pages/slides etc. with the ideas;

5. Fleshing out sections or slides with your content;

6. Ensuring the right sequence of the material and the logical linkage 
between pages/sections/slides;

7. A quality check on your work to see if everything is as clear and logical as 
you intended and that it can deliver the training objectives.
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Content generation diagram
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Layering content

• When layering content, you first start with introducing easy or 
fundamental pieces of knowledge, skills or competences before starting 
with the more complicated aspects. (“learn to walk before you run”).

• The layering of content is necessary to facilitate learning by the trainees. 
They first master the easier bits, which then provides a sturdy foundation 
for learning the more complicated bits. This gradually builds up their level 
of understanding and avoids feelings of confusion, inadequacy and 
disinterest. 

• This will require the course developer to take a strategic view of the 
training course and session development to ensure that there are no 
sudden, insurmountable jumps in complexity of the material.

• This also means that bringing up trainees’ competency levels will take time 
over a series of sessions or courses and that it is not effective to attempt a 
shortcut by jumping to complicated course material when the trainees are 
not yet ready for this.
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Weaving content

• The weaving of content refers to the sequencing of different types 
of training content throughout the training sessions of a training 
course.

• If a course has a number of different learning goals that cover 
knowledge, attitude and skill elements, you will not have every 
session time to cover all elements. During any given training 
session, different combinations of knowledge, skills, attitude 
training will likely be given. 

• This means that for each knowledge, skill and attitude item, you 
have to decide in which training sessions you want to address these 
and how in order to meet your training objectives.

• Example: the attitude of proactiveness can be introduced in session 
2, reinforced with a case in session 4 and practiced in a simulation 
in session 8. 
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Modular approach

• When making training courses and training sessions within a 

course, it is often useful to adopt a modular approach.

• The modular approach basically breaks up the training 

material into smaller, relatively self-contained blocks of 

training regarding a particular set of knowledge, skill or 

competency. 

• This approach allows you to easily remove or drop in blocks of 

training to adapt the training to different or changing training 

needs. It also allows the quick development of new training 

courses by using different combinations of training modules.
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Label your training course and sessions

• When making training courses and sessions, it is 
useful to label them or to write down somewhere 
what knowledge, skills, attitude or competency 
training is covered.

• It is also useful to give an indication of the difficulty 
level of each training aspect (e.g. introduction, 
advanced, expert) 

• This will make it easier in the future when you have  
many different training courses to remember what is 
in each of them.
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CONTENT ELEMENTS
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Knowledge training

• Knowledge training focuses on the transfer of information in order 
to inform the trainees, build awareness or understanding.

• Knowledge training is not complicated but there are a few 
measures to make knowledge training more effective:

– Breaking the information up into smaller blocks of related information in 
order to make it easier for trainees to absorb the information; 

– Visual aids (pictures, process maps, etc.) are useful to help clarify what 
you are saying and to avoid the trainees getting lost in the information;

– Making the new information more relevant to the trainees by providing 
context and showing how the new information fits into the work of the 
trainees;

– Don’t introduce too much knowledge for too long a time as it can become 
boring or tiresome. It is often better to distribute blocks of required 
knowledge over different training sessions and to alternate knowledge 
blocks with other training.
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Skills training

• Skills consists of a knowledge component as well as a action 
component.

• The knowledge component describes the process and the various 
process steps in using a skill, as well as the considerations, decisions 
and possible issues that can arise in using the skill. 

• The action component of the skills is the actual using of the skill, 
putting the theoretical process and steps into practice.

• Skills training thus needs to focus first on the knowledge 
component to ensure that trainees understand what and how they 
should be using the skill.

• Secondly the training needs to focus on actually using and 
practicing the skill, which will require practical exercises. 

• Skills training benefits from periodic repetition and rehearsal of the 
skill in order to drill the skill. If skills are not rehearsed and used, the 
skills that have been acquired will start to fade. 
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Attitude training

• Training to develop particular attitudes requires a creative and 

multi-pronged approach as behavioral change is difficult to achieve.

• Attitude training needs to target all three components of an 

attitude: what you know, how you feel about something and what 

you will do about it. This requires:

– Knowledge training will focus on what the attitude is, why it is important 

and how it connects to other aspects of the work. 

– Affective training will focus on convincing or reinforcing the belief that it is 

good or positive to have this attitude by e.g. appealing to civil service duty 

etc. (role-playing, simulations, case studies, witness accounts are useful)

– Behavioral training will focus on showing and practicing the type of 

behaviors and actions required for this attitude and also what not to do. 

(demonstrations, simulations, action learning are useful here)
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Competency training

• Competency training is focused on integrating and honing the necessary 
knowledge, skills and attitude elements for a particular job task.

• The training, depending on the task, will require different combinations of 
knowledge, skills and attitude components. During the training trainees 
need to learn how to apply this combination of components to complete 
the task.

• This normally requires a realistic training where trainees are told and 
shown how to complete the task before practicing it or, for a more 
advanced group, trainees are presented with a problem, issue or situation 
and they have to solve it themselves with the trainer or expert providing 
feedback.  

• High relevancy and realistic context is very important for competency 
training and where possible, real processes, real documents, real 
methodologies and really issues and complications should be used in the 
examples and exercises.
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Types of exercises: demonstrations & role-

playing

• Demonstration: an exercise whereby somebody (trainer, expert, etc.) shows 
how to do something or how something works. 

– Demonstrations are a good way to clarify theoretical instruction by show how to apply the 
theory to reality;

– Demonstrations are a good way of making theoretical instruction more relevant to the job. 

• Role-playing: an exercise similar to acting. The trainer describes a situation 
and presents an issue to address or solve. The trainer assigns some of the 
trainees a role to play. The trainees have to think and act in accordance to the 
assigned role in order to resolve the situation. Role-playing is a very good 
exercise to:

– Practising specific skills;

– Rehearse skills and knowledge in a role play before applying in real life;

– Examine alternatives in a protected environment;

– Bring some playful way of learning;

– Make participants experiment various ways and alternatives;

– Train attitudes ,and;

– Build understanding of other’s motivations.
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Types of exercises: simulation

• Simulation:  A simulation is an activity which attempts to replicate the 

dynamics of a realistic complex situation, in which people or processes 

interact with each other. 

• Simulations are similar to role plays in that the participants learn by doing 

and experiencing. The main difference being that in simulation, they 

remain themselves and do not take on new or assigned roles.

• Simulations are a very good way of practicing competencies because the 

simulation is realistic and relevant to their job and key tasks. It also allows 

the introduction of unexpected events or twists to test their competency.

• Simulations need thorough preparation because the simulated situation 

needs to be prepared beforehand and in sufficient depth and scope to 

allow the simulation to unfold and to test the competencies of the 

trainees. 
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Types of exercises: case study

• Case Study: case studies allow the application of what was learned 
to a real-life issue. There are different ways in which a case study 
can be used:
– Read & analyze & answer questions

– Read & analyze & applying skills/methodologies

– Prepare & analyze & Appling skills/methodologies & present/discuss

– Comparative case studies: comparing different case studies to discover 
common patterns, key differences etc.

• Case studies can be provided by the trainer or they can be 
developed by the trainees.

• Case studies are useful for the trainees to test their competencies 
and by asking different questions the trainer can focus on different 
aspects of the trainee competencies.

• Cases also can be used for evaluation purposes by the trainer on an 
exam.
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Types of exercise: Action learning

• Action learning is an exercise that centers on applying trained 
techniques, methods, skills and competencies to an actual 
problem or issue within a ministry or other organization. The 
trainees are acting in the role of expert or consultants on a 
real case. 

• A group of trainees is tasked by an organization to solve a 
particular issue and either to give recommendations for 
solving it or by piloting the proposed solution. It is particularly 
useful for complicated problems that require a multi-
disciplinarian approach in order to be addressed.

• This is a powerful tool for learning and for testing 
competencies. 
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Types of exercises: more ideas
• Action Idea Lists - Ask participants to stop periodic and write down specific actions that they will do because of what they have learned 

in the course. 

• Brainstorming - Generate ideas in a group by eliciting quick contributions without trainer comment or opinion.

• Situation response- Put a bunch of scenarios in an envelope or a hat and have individuals (or group) choose one to solve. For example: 
"You've been asked to develop a new training course for beginners in the local government administration", "The new director asks you 
to prepare a PowerPoint presentation on the structure and culture of the organisation", "You need to give a presentation on the news 
services of the local government to representative of the chamber of commerce".

• Discussion - To give participants knowledge with one another. To make the best use of discussion, you need to give participants a 
definite task - "Have a discussion with your partner about...", “Discuss the pros and cons of...", "Find a solution for...", "Come up with 3 
reasons why..."

• Small group of 3-5 - This size group gives all participants a chance to speak. It's best to mix up the groups periodically so people interact 
with a variety of people in the class (unless your working on teambuilding or projects based on groups that should stay together.)

• Peer Led Group - have knowledgeable participants run small group discussion and let participants go to whichever group interests them 
most.

• Panel discussion - Exchange of ideas between a panel made up of trainees while others listen and ask questions.

• Full-group discussion - Conducting any exchange of ideas where the entire group is able to participate.

• Read and discuss group - Asking participants to read and then discuss the contents of a hand-out or short written assignment.

• Mind-Mapping - Identify a central question and draw a circle around it. Sketch and circle other thoughts as they occur. Draw a line 
between connecting ideas to show relationship.

• Next Steps - have participants write down how they will use what they've learned on a daily, weekly or monthly basis and what the 
barriers might be to making changes.

• Observation - Watching others, without directly participating but giving feedback in written or verbal form at the end of the 
observation period.

• Peer Consultation - Allowing participants to help fellow participants with real-life problems. 

• Problem-Solving Activity - Have people write down their problem on a flip chart paper and tape the paper to the walls. Have 
participants use sticky pads and go around pasting their solutions to the flip chart.

• Project - Assigning a challenging task to participants either individually or in groups.

• Questionnaire - Giving a survey or instrument that participants complete and obtain some form of structured feedback.

• Self-Assessment - Posing questions that participants to reflect on their attitudes, knowledge, or behaviour.

• Skill Practice - Trying out and rehearsing new skills.

• T-Charts - Draw a T on a piece of flip chart paper. Draw a plus sign on one side and a minus side on the other. Invite participants to tell 
you good news and bad news about the issue or topic.
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3. Setting the evaluation approach (1)

An evaluation approach must be selected and implemented in the 
training course. There are a number of strategic evaluation 
considerations in deciding on the approach:

1. What is the purpose of evaluation? Evaluation is not 
always strictly focused on evaluating participant 
performance:
– Evaluation can be focused on pushing the participants to actually learn 

and understand their lessons;

– Evaluation can be focused on how well the participants have mastered the 
training material and achieved the learning objectives;

– Evaluation can be focused on evaluating the suitability of participants for 
job opportunities;

– Evaluation can be centered on testing new approaches introduced during 
training in the wider organization (action learning);

– Evaluation can be focused on ascertaining the actual level of competency 
and capacity available in the organization;

– Evaluation can have a mixture of purposes.
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Setting the evaluation approach (2)
2. What needs to be evaluated?  The identification of what exactly needs to be targeted for 

evaluation in order to meet the overall purpose of the evaluation has a great impact on the 
evaluation approach but also on the training course content and schedule.    
– What exact skills, knowledge, behavior, experiences etc. need to be evaluated and ;

– Does the training material content, exercises and assignments actually build up these skills, 
knowledge,  competencies etc?

3. How to evaluate? The next issue is to determine how the evaluation will be done? What 
methods will be used to carry out the evaluation and how will the evaluation be scored?
– What methods? (exams, presentations, cases, action learning, research paper, observation, peer 

review, comparisons, etc.)

– Performance measurement framework (model answers, comprehensiveness of reasoning, tallying of 
behavior, expert assessment, client satisfaction, achieved results, etc.)

– Who evaluates? (trainers, peers, management, experts, clients)

4. Planning the evaluation: Integrating the evaluation approach in the training course is 
required to support the overall evaluation purposes. This ensures that the evaluation is not 
just tacked on to the course as an afterthought as this would compromise evaluation quality 
and thus lead to the likely failure of the evaluation objectives. This involves:
– Determining the frequency and exact timing of the evaluation moments;

– Determining which evaluation methods to be used at which evaluation moment;

– Ensuring sufficient time for evaluation to occur for both the trainees and the evaluators;

– Scheduling the provision of  feedback after evaluation to the participants in order to encourage 
learning.
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4. Training course logistics
Training course logistics cover all arrangements that need to be made to ensure that the training 

course is held without incidents. It covers the a.o. the following:

• The announcement of the training course and the inviting of participants in the necessary 

numbers and composition and providing information about the topic, purpose and time of 

the training course;

• The timely printing and binding of training materials, handouts, attendance sheets etc. in 

the required numbers (with some spare copies);

• The arranging and reserving of the training venue and a spot check to ensure the training 

venue has the required set-up (right number of chairs, tables, enough space to allow group 

exercises, etc.);

• The arranging of required training equipment, such as projectors, computers, flip-charts, 

markers etc. These should be tested before the each session to ensure they work properly;

• The arranging of trainers and/or speakers to deliver the training course with the prepared 

training material; 

• The arranging of evaluators to evaluate the performance of the participants in accordance 

with the prepared evaluation approach;

• The arranging of permissions, transportation and other logistical issues to facilitate the 

participants, trainers and evaluators to come to the venue;

• The arranging of food and beverages to make the training session an enjoyable event;

• The arranging of the printing and signing of course participation certificates or diplomas.
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Example content generation



Example: training schedule

100

30 min

60 min

90 min

120 min

150 min

180 min

K1: Purpose of policy 

development & coordination

Discussion 

Introduction

Break

K1: Policy development 

process overview

Session 1 

Q & A

K1: Policy development 

coordination phase 1

Q & A

Break

A1: Proactiveness

Session 2 

K1: Homework explanation

K2: Policy development 

coordination roles phase 1

Q & A /Discussion

Break

Session 3 

S1: Managing processes

K1: Homework feedback

Q & A

K2: Policy liaison role  

Discussion

Q & A

Break

Session 4 

K1: Policy development 

coordination phase 2

K2: Policy development 

coordination roles phase 2

Discussion

K2: Group exercise

K2: Policy liaison tasks

phase 1

Q & A

Session etc… 

K1

K2

S1

A1

I

= Knowledge element 1

= Knowledge element 2

= Skill element 1

= Skill element 1

= Interaction element 

Time



Example: layering inside modules
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Foundation:

- Purpose

- Global overview 

of process

Deepening:

In-depth examination 

of part of the process

Deepening:

In-depth examination 

of part of the process

30 min

60 min

90 min

120 min

150 min

180 min

K1: Purpose of policy 

development & coordination

Discussion 

Introduction

Break

K1: Policy development 

process overview

Session 1 

Q & A

K1: Policy development 

coordination phase 1

Q & A

Break

A1: Proactiveness

Session 2 

K1: Homework explanation

K2: Policy development 

coordination roles phase 1

Q & A /Discussion

Break

Session 3 

S1: Managing processes

K1: Homework feedback

Q & A

K2: Policy liaison role  

Discussion

Q & A

Break

Session 4 

K1: Policy development 

coordination phase 2

K2: Policy development 

coordination roles phase 2

Discussion

K2: Group exercise

K2: Policy liaison tasks

phase 1

Q & A

Session etc… 



Example: Weaving of modules 

inside a course
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30 min

60 min

90 min

120 min

150 min

180 min

K1: Purpose of policy 

development & coordination

Discussion 

Introduction

Break

K1: Policy development 

process overview

Session 1 

Q & A

K1: Policy development 

coordination phase 1

Q & A

Break

A1: Proactiveness

Session 2 

K1: Homework explanation

K2: Policy development 

coordination roles phase 1

Q & A /Discussion

Break

Session 3 

S1: Managing processes

K1: Homework feedback

Q & A

K2: Policy liaison role  

Discussion

Q & A

Break

Session 4 

K1: Policy development 

coordination phase 2

K2: Policy development 

coordination roles phase 2

Discussion

K2: Group exercise

K2: Policy liaison tasks

phase 1

Q & A

Session etc… 



CONDUCTING TRAINING
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Before you begin the training session

• Know your material: be sure to know every small detail of the 
training content; a good way of knowing your material is to do a 
rehearsal in advance.

• Plan to arrive early (at least 30 minutes early), and before 
participants arrive.

• Make sure that training equipment & supplies are present and 
operational and that seating arrangements etc. are as required.

• Make sure all the course materials & hand-outs are available for 
participants.
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An opening introduction for each 

session 

• State the goals of the training, so you can clearly express 
the purpose and the way to go. This should be done once 
for the entire training course and every time for the 
learning goals of that particular session.

• Use flipcharts to sketch the training session(s) outline on 
paper or give a hand-out which clearly indicates all 
sessions as well as breaks.

• This will help to focus the trainees on the training session 
and the trainees will know what to expect in terms of the 
content of the training session as well as the time line. 
This will reduce confusion.
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Techniques to use when people ask 

questions

• Acknowledge the person and the question;

• Say, “that's a good question/point” or something similar;

• Begin answer by making eye contact with questioner, 
address audience, then finish up with questioner;

• Welcome difficult questions (or at least appear welcome 
them!);

• Hold your ground and don't back down with hostile 
questions;

• If you don't know the answer, say so (better than waffling);

• Answer the main point of the question;

• Check back with the person to see if your response has 
answered their question. 
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Conducting an Exercise
• (Settle the participants into groups before introducing the exercise);

• Introduce the exercise clearly. Allow participants to ask for clarification;

• Give a clear indication of how much time is available for the exercise;

• Make sure that each group appoints a timekeeper and a person or persons for 
reporting back (if required);

• Go round each group after five minutes checking that they are clear about what 
they are expected to do;

• Be available if any group has a question;

• Support any group which seems to be finding the exercise confusing or difficult;

• Clarify points but do not take over;

• Provide regular time checks throughout the allocated time;

• If any group finishes the task before the time is up, make a suggestion about how 
they could use the remaining time;

• If all groups appear to have finished the task within the allocated time, move on to 
the next stage or activity;

• If all the groups seem to require more time, you must decide if this is possible 
given the timetable. it may be necessary to change your plans for the remaining 
time in the session. 
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